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SDHHS has been serving Saskatchewan since 1981

MISSION
To support the independence of Deaf, Deafened and Hard of Hearing people
by providing services which enhance their quality of life.

VISION
A world without barriers for people who are
Deaf, Deafened or Hard of Hearing.

VALUES

•
•
•
•
•

Communication with respect, dignity, and cultural sensitivity.
Collaboration and cooperation among individuals and communities.
Self-determination, empowerment, and choice.
Operational integrity and accountability that inspires trust.
Accessibility.
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BOARD

HEIN, Gord……………………..……President
GRODECKI, Michelle……………….Secretary
HILLCOX, Art.…………….………….Treasurer
ESTELL, Gale.…………….………….Director
SMITH, Paulette………….………….Director
OLSON, Elmer.…….………………..Director
ALABSSI, Mustafa…..……………….Director
CORRIVEAU, Ashley……..………… Director
TANNER, Shayla……………………..Director
TIEFENBACH, Jessica…..…………. Director
HNATUK, Carter…………………….Director

We want to thank our
volunteer board
for all their hard work
throughout the year.

STAFF

GILLIES, Nairn.….……….Executive Director
HARBIDGE, Kami.……… Executive Assistant /Finance/Human Resource
SCHMID, Sue.…….……..Senior Interpreter
WEBSDALE, Anne….….. Interpreter
NURKOWSKI, Karen...….Interpreter
WIEBE, Dean.………..…. Interpreter
BURGESS, Tyler.…………Interpreter
WISHLOW, Rosalie.……..Interpreter
EMMERSON, Joy………. Interpreter
THOMPSON, Jody.…..…Vocational Employment & Youth Worker
SPICER, Patricia………… Vocational Worker & Early Childhood and Family Services
HOLMES, Robyn.………. Early Childhood, Youth and Family Services
MUSEY, Nicole.……….... Sign Support Professional
WU, Rose.………….….....Office Coordinator
VICK, Katie………….……Office Coordinator

CCCC PRESCHOOL STAFF
SPROULE, Bree…………Lead Educator
HEIN, Alyson…………….Educational Assistant
HALE, Lisa……………….Educational Assistant
PAQUIN, Andrea……….Substitute Educational Assistant
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THANK YOU!

FREELANCE
CNS PROVIDERS

FREELANCE
INTERPRETERS

REGINA:
SASKATOON:
Donna Whitelaw
Rhonda Leier
Heather Reynoldson
Shana Yates
Alyson Hein
Micheal Hill
Amanda Propp

SASKATOON:
Carla Klassen
Krissy Haines
Erin Street

REGINA:
Maureen Stuart
James Markin
Erika Ball

DEAF INTERPRETER:
Janet Dittrick

ASL
INSTRUCTORS
SASKATOON:
Nicole Musey
Bree Sproule
Lisa Hale

SUMMER
STUDENTS
Shana Yates
Kendra Beatty
Codi Harris

REGINA:
Twyla Chartrand
Caroline Bergbusch

JANITORIAL
SASKATOON:
Candace Quill
Dodie Piche

REGINA:
Evan Auger
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I am always amazed with the creativity of the d/Deaf and Hard
of Hearing community. This Year has seen many positive
events unfold, too many to count, really. While I write this, I
am working in a remote location far from people, because of
our invisible enemy.
The real enemy all of us face is isolation. Being totally alone
without real connection. We have all felt the sting of isolation
while physically distancing, unable to be close with loved
ones, or separated by a barrier. We recognize there are
many barriers to these connections. Some are intentional,
like those created to prevent the spread of disease. Others
are the result of a lack of opportunity, lack of access to Health
Care or Education.
In an effort to remove barriers for the D/HH community, and
to raise awareness, SDHHS staff and the D/HH community hosted the 5th Annual High Steaks
Dinner fundraiser. In attendance, His and Her Honours Lt. Governor Russ and Donna
Mirasty. The event was attended by the Deputy Premier and Minister of Education Gordon
Wyant, NDP MLA David Forbes, Saskatchewan Human Rights Chief Commissioner David
Arnot and many dignitaries from the SHRC and the University of Saskatchewan. 240 people
attended and witnessed the passion of our presenters and of the parents who desired a life
without barriers for their son.
Deaf and Deaf Blind members of the community were invited to make a presentation at the
Legislature for Cabinet Ministers to advocate for enhanced services for all D/HH and Deaf
Plus people in our province. The Minister of Social Services, Paul Merriman, introduced these
members in the Legislature. As a result of these meetings, SDHHS has received additional
funds to expand services to those who have greater need. This increased funding from the
Ministry of Social Services is to help meet the needs of Deaf Blind individuals in the
community and those with additional barriers who need the specialized support. This is a real
show of support during this radical time of upheaval and it shows the priority the Provincial
Government is giving to the work SDHHS does.
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The D/HH youth in Regina continue to shine a light on the needs of ‘at risk’ D/HH youth in
this province. They do it in the most creative and spectacular fashion. Whether it’s art, drama,
or music, or a presentation to a crowd of hundreds. These young people are making a
difference. The hard work and dedication of the D/HH community in raising awareness to the
Advocates for Children and Youth has made a huge impact.
We have all been absolutely in awe of the work coming from Regina as Patti Spicer, our
Regina Vocational Staff, has been in overdrive seeking to support the D/HH community with
endless appointments and even posting announcements about benefits and holding chats
with the community online. Karen Nurkowski, our Regina-based Interpreter, has been the
shining face of Saskatchewan as she interprets for Primmer Scott Moe.
Due to COVID-19, we have been
unable to send out our Interpreters in
person, so we have set up a system to
ensure communication access for the
D/HH community. SDHHS has placed
iPads in all the major hospital
emergency rooms and have a dedicated
line for any person with a smart device
in the province. All SDHHS Interpreters
remain on call 24/7 to meet emergency
needs during this time.
There is a direct line to an ASL
Interpreter for all D/HH individuals
seeking help in major emergency rooms
throughout Saskatchewan.
As we received feedback from the
D/HH community, we were able to
upgrade each of the Hospital iPad’s to
include an App called AVA for people
who should read to use voice-to-text
communication support. This app
transcribes what Health Care Workers
say onto the screen and allows communication to happen. These iPads are being accessed
by DD/HH community members during hospital visits, and have been a source of connectivity
for individuals in hospital, who could not receive visitors during this time.
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I can’t say enough good things about our CCCC Preschool with Bree Sproule, our Lead
Educator, and Alyson Hein and Lisa Hale our Educational Support Persons. No public or
private school has been so quick to employ ongoing curriculum and engagement during this
time. It has been inspiring to see them connect with each of their students weekly to continue
the language practice in ASL. They have also hosted time each week for students to connect
with each other in a virtual classroom and created a time for parents to continue working on
their own ASL each week.
Here at SDHHS we realized that closing our doors, before COVID- 19 had a chance to spread
through the D/HH community, would be the best step we could take. On the forefront of our
minds, was to continue this good work while in isolation. To that end each of our staff went
home with the supplies needed to keep the office rolling from home.
Now as we begin the task of making ready to re-open the office, we want to thank everyone
for the precautionary measures to keep everyone safe. We want to thank all the front line
people that made all of the success possible and all of the staff has made this a year to
remember.

Respectfully Submitted,
Nairn Gillies
Executive Director
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PRESIDENT
`

“Our mind is enriched by what we receive, our heart by what we give” -Victor Hugo
I would like to thank the members for the opportunity to serve as your President and I would
also like to thank the Board of Directors for volunteering to provide direction to SDHHS. Our
fiscal year began April 1, 2019 and ended March 31, 2020. This has been a busy year and as
an agency, SDHHS is determined to improve the quality of life for Deaf and Hard of Hearing
citizens of Saskatchewan. SDHHS continues to provide services which include Sign Language
Interpreting, Vocational Programs & Counseling, ASL classes, Early Childhood & Family
Support, CCCC Preschool, and Sign Support Services. Make sure to check out the new ASL
signed children’s stories on YouTube that our own staff have created.
This was the 2nd year of the CCCC Preschool for D/HH children; Children Communicating
Connecting in Community (CCCC). We will be beginning our 3rd year in the Fall 2020. This
has been a very important change in Saskatchewan, to have a bi- lingual, bi-cultural
Preschool to provide early linguistic acquisition for children.
We have had some staff changes during the past
year. I would like to thank Rosalie Wishlow, Anne
Websdale, Joy Emerson, and Katie Vick for their
work at SDHHS and wish them our best in their
future . We welcome Nicole Musey who joined
the agency as our Sign Support Professional.
With much thanks to staff, summer students and
volunteers, we held our 5th Annual High Steaks
Dinner to raise funds to support various
programs at SDHHS. It was quite successful with
over 200 people attending including the
Lieutenant Governor of Saskatchewan, the
Honourable Russ Mirasty as our special guest.
Thanks to Brad Stratychuk & Tammy Benson who
spoke and touched our hearts with their story
about how they advocated for services for their
son, Adam. It is their passion for change and
improvement that continues to drive the goals
and vision of SDHHS.
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During the last month of the 2019/2020 fiscal year, we faced some challenges with the
isolation/physical distancing of Covid-19. We were able to continue providing services by
using programs such as FaceTime, Skype and Zoom. SDHHS placed iPads in the hospitals in
Prince Albert, Saskatoon & Regina to provide Emergency Interpreting Services for patients.

Our vocational services used technology to continue with assisting clients with subsidy
applications and vocational endeavours. CCCC Preschool continued via Zoom connecting
with the children and their parents with daily activities and weekly events.
We look forward to a new year and continued expansion of services for D/HH citizens in our
province. A special thanks to Nairn Gillies and Kami Harbidge for all they do with and for
SDHHS.

We can be inspired by what Helen Keller wrote:
“I seldom think about my limitations, and they never make me sad.
Perhaps there is just a touch of yearning at times; but it is vague, like a breeze among
flowers.”

Respectfully submitted,
Gordon Hein
President
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INTERPRETING SERVICE DEPARTMENT
The past year has gone by very quickly! SDHHS has continued to provide quality interpreting
services throughout the province. A big THANK YOU to all of the Interpreters! Their invaluable
work on our interpreting team has allowed us to fill 2,256 interpreting requests and almost 3,000
hours of direct interpreting throughout Saskatchewan. This is an increase of 21% compared to
last year. We were able to reduce the amount of unfilled requests by another 20% from the
previous year.

2,256
Interpreter
Request in
2019

21%
Increase in
Interpreting

3,000 hours
of direct
Interpreting

Reduced
unfulfilled
request by
20%

Thanks go to SDHHS Administration and Board for the encouragement and support for ongoing
training. At the beginning of May, Rosalie Wishlow and I attended the “Interpreting Foundations
1” workshop with Betty Colonomos in Windsor, Ontario. Later in the month, Anne Websdale and
Karen Nurkowski attended an “Interpreter
Training for Theatre” workshop hosted by Sum
Theatre. In the summer, Shakespeare on the
Saskatchewan provided ASL interpretation for two
of their outdoor plays: ‘As You Like It’ and
‘Comedy of Errors’. In July, several of our SDHHS
Interpreters and Freelance Interpreters along with
others from western Canada participated in the
Interpreting Music Workshop hosted in Regina.
The session was taught by Amber Galloway.
Several of us put our skills to the test during the
2019 High Steaks Dinner fundraiser and
interpreted the live band.
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The interpreting team composition went through some changes during 2019-2020. Joy
Emerson left at the end of June when her contract expired. Rosalie Wishlow (December
2019) and Anne Websdale (February 2020) have chosen to pursue their careers outside of
SDHHS. We wish them well in their future endeavours. At the close of the fiscal year, our
interpreting staff compliment consists of Karen Nurkowski (Regina), Tyler Burgess
(Saskatoon), Dean Wiebe (Saskatoon) and me (0.5 in Saskatoon).
The agency has posted 2 openings for full time Interpreters; one for Regina and the other for
Saskatoon. As of March 31, 2020, the positions have not been filled. From April until February,
schedules were as hectic as ever. Things changed with the Coronavirus affecting how we
provided services in the last month of the fiscal year. The interpreting team started to work
remotely from home whenever possible. SDHHS provided 6 Saskatchewan hospital emergency
rooms with iPads that use Facetime to directly connect to an Interpreter.
Respectfully submitted,
Sue Schmid, COI
Staff Interpreter
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VOCATIONAL COUNSELING
It has been a busy and wonderful year for the Vocational Department at SDHHS. We
maintained our regular appointments and supported D/HH consumers by helping with
vocational assessments, interest surveys, resume development, job searches, job applications,
interview practice and readiness skills, training on the job, supports at colleges and
universities, and by providing resources.

In addition to the regular vocational activities, in April 2019, we hosted a vocational skills
sewing class in Regina where the participants used new tools, learned more about math
equations and measurements and how to figure out costs for supplies and materials. We
hosted WHMIS training and started to help an individual develop a business plan to become
self-employed. In May we were busy with administrative work, preparing our annual report
and the quarterly report for our funder. We attended the Stepping Stone Career Fair in Regina
and established a business mentorship with Brad’s Towing to help a new business owner feel
supported in the community.
In June and July we prepared for Saskatoon and Regina Quick Skills weeks, and then
facilitated food preparation, gardening and planting, woodworking, and how to use
technology for filming kids stories in ASL, in Saskatoon. We also worked through the young
worker readiness course, helped consumers gain accessibility through technology, and
worked with Inclusion SK and the U of S to support others. The Quick Skills Regina took place
in August where participants learned about food preparation, woodworking, filming kids
stories in ASL, and more sewing skills. We also helped one consumer develop and release a
video advertisement for his newly opened business.
In September and October we booked vocational assessments, wrote support letters for
students entering post-secondary institutions, and supported consumers in taking short
courses including Food Safe, WHMIS, and the GMSA. One consumer was taking a Care
Worker course and needed tutor support and one of our consumers was hired as the new
Office Cleaner in Saskatoon. November 2019 allowed us to connect with the YWCA Trades
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Journey program, and we had breakfast with the Ministry of Immigration and Career Training
where we learned about new programs for health literacy, virtual job fairs, and other adult
programming, and we helped some of our consumers plan activities for the Regina Holiday
Party. We continued supporting consumers by providing Interpreters for ongoing training on
the job for kitchen staff in December.
January 2020, we started ASL/ESL classes in Saskatoon and then hosted a coffee house at the
Saskatoon office. We started planning monthly quick skills activities and for another sewing
workshop in Regina. In February, the sewing workshop included a presentation about
budgeting, being self-employed, material costs, sales costs, figuring in work time, and how to
participate in marketplace sales and farmers markets.
Unfortunately, on March 18th, at the end of the day, SDHHS closed both the Regina and the
Saskatoon offices due to COVID-19. However, we were able to start working from home and
continued supporting consumers by having appointments through video calls, gathering
information about the CERB, CRA account set-up processes, EI applications, and learning how
to maneuver technology. We are continuing to learn as more supports come out from the
government, and as new communication technology is developed. We thank our consumers
for their patience while we are learning with them.

Regina Quick Skills - Aug 2019
Respectfully submitted by
Patricia Spicer & Jody Thompson

Saskatoon Quick Skills - July 2019
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EARLY CHILDHOOD
AND FAMILY SERVICES
The Early Childhood and Family Services (ECFS) program had a really busy year teaching,
supporting and hosting several different activities and events to help grow the community in
Saskatchewan, and to make sure there was an opportunity for everyone to get involved in at
least one or more of our events. Robyn Holmes returned from Maternity Leave in September
2019 to work in the Saskatoon office.
We, Patti and Robyn, continued teaching American Sign Language (ASL) to children who are
Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and those with Cochlear Implants. In addition to our regular teaching,
we also taught CODAs and immigrant families, and children with other diagnoses such as
Down Syndrome and Apraxia of Speech. While teaching, we try to match vocabulary with
what fits in their daily life first, because it’s something that they’d be able to use and
remember easily. After that, we slowly increase words to expand their knowledge and to be
able to have conversations within different themes. We typically stay in touch through Skype,
and recently we have been using Zoom as well, to make sure that we’re providing the right
support to each of our ECFS families.
From March to May of 2019, SDHHS started Little Buttons classes again. In October 2019,
Robyn hosted another series of weekly Little Buttons for the little ones and their parents in
Saskatoon, with Nicole’s assistance and support. There were a variety of parents and children
that came to the Little Buttons programming this year. Little Buttons was hosted at the Learn
and Play Café and the space was enjoyed by all. We could see some of the little ones signing
more and more, which is exciting! Hosting at the Learn and Play Café gave opportunity to
the parents and families to support each other and stay to chat and network after Little
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Buttons sessions were finished and allowed the children more time to socialize, snack, and
play with each other.
Saskatoon hosted many fun activities and events including Children Summer Camp, 2 BBQs
(July and August), Mother’s Day in May (hosted by a community Mom), Costume Party,
Christmas Party, Coffee House (hosted by ASL/ESL), Seniors Christmas Coffee Time (hosted
by SDHHS) and we look forward to the other events in the future. In Regina, we partnered
with Meet. Play. Discover by providing an Interpreter for their children’s events. And, SDHHS
hosted the annual Holiday Party in December in Regina for D/HH families to join in
celebrating a variety of cultures and traditions.
SDHHS believes that we need to show support to other D/HH organizations and community
members outside of SDHHS. So this year, Robyn helped to teach and support some people
in learning how to make posters using the online program called Canva. She hopes to bring
more hands-on and educational workshops to many diverse populations in the future.
Many of the SDHHS staff, including the ECFS staff, learned how to use the Final Cut Pro
software program from Tyler. With this, we were able to do editing for CCCC Preschool and
film children’s stories to create ASL Story books which are available online. Robyn and Nicole
are looking forward to seeing this technology and knowledge grow more in our community
both in and outside of SDHHS.
In closing, the ECFS staff look forward to continuing to grow our programs, meet new
families, and see everyone blooming.
Sincerely,
Robyn Holmes
Patricia Spicer
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SIGN SUPPORT
PROFESSIONAL
Saskatchewan Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services recently formed a new position: Sign
Support Professional. Nicole Musey started working in this position in September 2019.
This position requires Nicole to perform different duties fluidly, for example: hosting events,
setting up programs like Little Buttons, counseling one-to-one clients or with a group of
clients, teaching American Sign Language, supporting Deaf/HH children to acquire the
language that works best for them, converting English messages to ASL for D/HH people of
all ages, collaborating with different non-profit organizations from all across the country,
and working closely with Early Childhood Family Service workers Robyn Holmes and Patti
Spicer.
It has been a busy year for the team to respond to various community needs. We share our
expertise in areas with various people such as Parents of D/HH children, Audiologists,
Doctors, Teachers, Social Workers, and more. The Sign Support Professional position isn’t
limited to the office. It is about being part of the community as a role model which is critical
for the deaf community’s well-being. The D/HH children need to have mentors and role
models like themselves. Nicole is a Deaf person with life experience and ASL is her first
language. SDHHS and the D/HH community needs young people like Nicole to lead by
example to encourage strengthening the community.
Little Buttons is one of SDHHS’s successful weekly
programs that supports toddler and preschool aged
children to acquire sign language. Each session has a
different theme. Parents bring their children to learn ASL,
socialize with peers and parents, and develop a parent
network. Robyn and Nicole have been working to grow
and develop Little Buttons.
Nicole also helped in facilitating and hosting events and
activities including the Fall BBQ, the Costume Party,
Christmas Party, Senior’s Christmas Coffee, and Coffee
houses early in 2020.
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Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we quickly accommodated the evolving situation. This
brought a lot of positive developments and creative ideas like teaching ASL through Zoom
and meeting clients virtually. Adam Stratychuk, Bree Sproule, Robyn, and I have worked a
lot on ASL Storybooks. The ASL Storybooks have tremendously benefited beginner ASL
learners, young children, and parents wanting to learn ASL, and even advanced ASL users.
We are proud to say we have published six books so far and there are more to come.
In closing, I look forward to continuing to grow our programs, meet new families and see
everyone blooming.

Warm Regards,
Nicole Musey
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CCCC PRESCHOOL
It is the Children, Communicating, Connecting in Community Preschool’s second year and last
year of being a pilot program! Meaning, the preschool for Deaf, Hard of Hearing and Children of
Deaf Adults program will be continuing with government’s full support and renewed funding.
Saskatchewan Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services is so thrilled to able to continue the Children,
Communicating, Connecting in Community preschool program in Saskatoon.
We have been growing over the past two years with our curriculum, and in the number of
children attending. We have been able to spread more awareness about our services. For the
2019 – 2020 school year, the number of students is 13, two are Hard of Hearing. We hired an
additional Deaf staff to be part of our team due to increased number of preschoolers. We also
have a contract with a Speech Language Pathologist to support preschooler’s speech skills along
with the use of ASL to fully encapsulate the bilingual-bicultural approach. We also continue our
ASL supports throughout the classroom.

We have class with preschoolers from Monday to Thursday 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM. The afternoons
consist of prepping for the next weeks to make our program be the most successful it can be. On
Fridays, we made a change by having bi-weekly parent ASL lessons to advance their ASL skills so
they can have full communication with their children and the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
community. On the other weeks, we take the preschoolers and their families to different
locations or events such as parks, ice skating, Halloween parties, Holiday parties, Deaf and Hard
of Hearing community coffees, BBQs and much more. The purpose of this is to get families to
socialize and connect with the Deaf and Hard of Hearing community in Saskatchewan.
Unfortunately due to COVID-19, Children Communicating Connecting in Community has been
closed since March 20th to ensure safety for everyone. We have been doing E-learning by using
Zoom which consists of individual lessons, group playdates and parent ASL lessons. The closure
of Saskatoon elementary schools means that the plan will be to continue this until the end of the
school year in June 2020.

Bree Sproule and Alyson Hein
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ASL CLASSES
I, Nicole Musey, in Saskatoon led Level 1 in the Fall of 2019 with 17 registered students and
then I led Level 1 and Level 2 in Spring 2020. We did something different this Spring, the
Level 2 class was being offered once a week with longer hours instead of the regular twice a
week classes. There were 37 registered students in total for Spring 2020.
In Regina, in Fall of 2019, Twyla Chartrand taught Level 1 with 20 students and
Caroline Bergbusch taught Level 2 with 6 students. There were 26 registered students in the
total. In Spring 2020, Twyla taught Level 2 at Wascana Rehabilitation Centre with 9 students.
Caroline taught 11 students in Level 1, for a total of 20 registered students in Spring 2020.

17
Students
Fall 2019
Saskatoon

37 Students
Spring 2020
Saskatoon

26
Students
Fall 2019
Regina

20 Students
Spring 2020
Regina

Unfortunately, as the University of Saskatchewan RJD Williams Building in Saskatoon, and
the Wascana Centre in Regina closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020, the
Level 1 and 2 ASL classes were suspended until further notice. However, the ASL Instructors
are excited to announce that they are resuming by using the Zoom in June 2020 for a few
weeks to finish those classes from the Spring.
This is a great opportunity to develop new ideas that can apply in the future. The new
concept of learning sign language virtually can hopefully help to close the gap between
urban and rural signer populations in the province of Saskatchewan. It can connect and
bring us all together in one place even if we are far apart.
Lastly, I also thank Bree Sproule for hosting an
awesome SRV Canada VRS workshop, being a
panelist for the last day of the class, and substituting
for me when I was away. My students enjoyed their
time with her!
Stay safe and well,
Nicole Musey
Twyla Chartrand
Caroline Bergbusch
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FINANCIAL
SDHHS contracted the services of MWC Chartered Professional Accountants to complete the
2019-2020 Financial Audit.
The Auditors Financial Statement is included in the Annual General Meeting package for you
review.
Currently, SDHHS is in a surplus position. Funds from the surplus will be used to help offset
the costs not funded for through core funding.
I would like to thank Clint and Tyson from MCW Chartered Accountants for their thorough
work.
Respectfully Submitted,
Art Hillcox
Treasurer
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Fifth Annual High Steaks Dinner 2019
The 5th Annual High Steaks Dinner fundraiser was on September 27th, 2019 and was
another success! We fundraised $16, 225.76. We were honoured with many special
guests including The Honourable Russ Mirasty, Lieutenant Governor of Saskatchewan
who brought greetings to everyone. The event was hosted at the Saskatoon
Travelodge again. The food was delicious and we danced the night away with The
Johner Boys.
We would not have had such a successful event without our amazing volunteers,
donors, and sponsors. SDHHS would like to send a sincere THANK-YOU to our staff,
volunteers, community members, and the 110+ companies who donated their time,
money, talents, and prizes. Your generosity is much appreciated!
A huge thank you to our sponsors:
Entertainment Sponsor: Brad’s Towing
Dinner Sponsor: SIGA
Gold Sponsor: SRV Canada VRS
Gold Sponsor: Astro Towing
Silver Sponsor: Alto Hearing
Silver Sponsor: Merlin Ford
Other: WestJet
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CAMP DRAGON FLY 2019
The 2019 Camp Dragonfly Team included:
Adam Stratychuk

Margaret Sha’Oulle

Alanda McLeod

Nicole Musey

Barry Jenkins

Rosalie Wishlow

Bree Sproule

Sue Schmid

May 27 – May 31, 2020 was the week for Camp Dragonfly. There were many meetings and
ideas in the planning stages. Once again the camp was held at Hannin Creek at Candle Lake.
Camp Dragonfly was a great success!!
There were 13 students in attendance aging from 7 – 21 years of age with 14 support staff
attending with them. The 5 days go by so quickly. The laughing and the peer connections
are amazing to witness. The returning campers enjoyed reconnecting with their friends from
the year before. The adults also enjoyed meeting new people and chatting with support staff
they have met from previous camps.
This year some of the activities included making wire dragonflies, paper dragonflies,
scavenger hunts, ASL Bingo, concentration, ongoing challenges between the Red and the
Blue teams, marshmallow structures, canoeing, cup weaving, archery, axe throwing, rock
painting, skits and fishing. Thanks to Burton Bird for his hoop dancing for the group. A slide
presentation was shown to the campers on Friday morning.
This year was a bit different without the Hanin Creek Director, Laurel and her huge dog. The
new education building was a great addition for teaching space and an asset to our team.
The technology and set up was beneficial. The adult campers consisted of educational
assistants, parents, tutors and teachers. They had such a good time learning and laughing. It
was a good opportunity for them to see the potential in the students they work with. The
week of making new memories flew by quickly. Thanks again to the awesome team who were
so committed to making this another successful Camp Dragonfly!!
Respectfully submitted,
Sue Schmid, 2019 Camp Dragonfly Director
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VOLUNTEERS
We are so grateful to every one of our
volunteers for supporting SDHHS and for
believing in the work that we do! Here is a
list of people who volunteered for us this
past fiscal year. We apologize for any
errors or omissions. Thank you to our
board and staff who volunteer their time!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adam Stratychuk
Akane Ricard
Alyson Hein
Anne Websdale
Barbara Beaurivage
Brandie Radcliffe
Bree Sproule
Bron Nurkowski
Carey Allchurch
Carla Klassen
Carolyn Caul
Christine Burgess
Clinton Miller
Codi Harris
Corinne Harms
Dean Wiebe
Eastview Community
Association
Elmer Olson
Emalee Forke
Emily Dunn
Eva Spicer
Gale Estell
Grace Biehn
Gordon Allchurch
Jody Thompson

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joy Emerson
Josef Beug
Kami Harbidge
Karen Nurkowski
Karla Forke
Katie Vick
Keith Zimmerman
Kendra Beatty
Kim Holmes
Laurie Molle
Laurie Eva-Miller
Leona Read
Lindsey Mackay
Lisa Hale
Lorraine Allchurch
Mac Olson
Maggie Punter
Mary Sapchuk
Maryanna Shamoon
Maryna Shamoon
Maureen Reimer
Meagan Hein
Mel Dahl
Monique Windjack
Michelle Grodecki
Nicole Musey
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Owen Manz
Patti Spicer
Paulette Smith
Rachel Zanyk
Rebel Aces hockey team
Renita Lefebvre
Robert Hutchinson
Robyn Holmes
Rosalie Wishlow
Rose Wu
Shelly Carver
Shelly Maierhoffer
Shana Yates
Sharon Mackinnon
Sue Schmid
Tyler Burgess
Unnati Shah
Staff and students of
Winston Knoll Deaf
Collegiate Deaf and
Hard of Hearing
Program
• Staff of Henry Janzen
Deaf and Hard of
Hearing program
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THANK YOU!
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